
Polyrey High Pressure Laminate, Polyrey Compact Solid Grade Laminate and Panoprey Melamine Faced Chipboard –
A complete product offer to meet the requirements of most applications within a cubicle and washroom environment
(cubicles, partitions, lockers).

Get more from Polyrey
For more information, please ask for the
following brochures:

Vanity Units range (Postformed Compact).

Lockers range (10mm Compact).

The guide (decor availability and
technical information).

Decorative paper impregnated with
melamine resin.

Layers of kraft paper impregnated with
phenolic resin.

Compact Solid Grade Laminate

Polyrey HPL High Pressure Laminate

Panoprey MFC Melamine Faced Chipboard

Black core composed of kraft papers
impregnated with phenolic resin.

Protective surface impregnated with
melamine resin (overlay) for printed
decors.

Decorative paper impregnated with
melamine resin.

Exceptional resistance to water and impact.

The ideal product for demanding, high traffic
environments such as swimming pools, changing
rooms and shower areas.

Meets the highest hygiene and sterility
requirements due to its non-porous edges and inert
surface. Allows for easy cleaning and maintenance.

Chipboard with 2 melamine faces offering high
resistance to humidity.

Moisture resistant grade offering a higher resistance
to humidity

Cost-effective solution for all non-wet area
applications.

All decors available in HPL for vanity units.

High impact and scratch resistance.

4+ metre sheets for cubicle partitions up to 166cm
deep (Disability Discrimination Act 2004).

366 x 151cm sheets available for standard size
180 x 150cm partitions.

Decorative paper impregnated with
melamine resin.

Protective surface impregnated with melamine resin
(overlay) for printed decors.

Decorative paper, printed or deep dyed 
colour, impregnated with melamine resin.

Chipboard core.

Technical Specification

Tel: 01582 668973  Fax: 01582 608227
Email: sales@toiletcubicles.co.uk
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Versi-Cube Cubicles
“The tried and tested Cubicle” - Robust and hard 
wearing, developed to withstand even the most 
demanding environments

Challenger-Cube Cubicles
“A stylish yet practical alternative” - Designed to 
meet the requirements of a modern washroom

Tiny-Cube Cubicles
“With small hands in mind” - Infant and Junior 
Height Cubicles, brightly coloured incorporating 
smooth design lines

Ideal-Cube Cubicles
Simply “The finishing touch” - Incorporating 
the very latest in design and durability

Duct Panelling
“Sleek and tidy” - Our contemporary made to measure 
duct panelling system is designed to integrate into any 
one of our Cubicle ranges

Vanity Units
“Transforming any washroom environment” - Our great 
range of inspiring yet functional Vanity Units will provide 
the solution to your vanity requirements
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